The side-e ect problem in AND/OR parallel execution of logic programs is complex and need to be further investigated. This paper presents a Selective Recomputation(SR) approach for handling side-e ects in the OR-forest model which can exploit both AND-and OR-parallelism. In contrast to merely AND-and merely OR-parallel execution models/systems, handling side-e ects in AND/OR parallel execution models/systems is much more di cult because of the complex orderings among side-e ect built-ins. Firstly, we give a brief description of the OR-forest model. Secondly, we analyze the side-e ect problem in merely AND-parallel, merely OR-parallel and AND/OR parallel models/systems. Thirdly, we describe the Selective Recomputation(SR) approach in detail in the OR-forest model. This approach can solve the side-e ect problem with minimum recomputation and maximum parallelism, and it is applicable to other AND/OR parallel execution models/systems as well.
Introduction
Since the rst e ort in 1981 20] , a lot of works have been done 18, 1, 22, 13, 23, 9, 21, 11, 3, 24, 7] in the area of parallel execution of logic programs. The major di erence among the parallel execution models/systems is that they exploit di erent forms of parallelism in di erent ways. In logic programs there are three major forms of parallelism: OR-parallelism(ORP), AND-parallelism which is classi ed into Independent AND-parallelism(IAP) and Dependent AND-parallelism(DAP), and unication parallelism which is a ne grain parallelism and seldom exploited. According to the forms of parallelism exploited, parallel execution models/systems can be divided into: OR-parallel execution models/systems which merely exploit ORP, e.g., Aurora 18] and Muse 1] ; AND-parallel execution models/systems which merely exploit ANDparallelism, e.g., RAP 4] , &-Prolog 13], APEX 17] and DASWAM 23] ; AND/OR parallel execution models/systems which exploit both AND-and ORparallelism, e.g., Andorra-I 22], Extended Andorra Model(EAM) 11], ACE 21], IDIOM 9] , ORforest 24, 26] and RAP/LOP- WAM 7] . E ciently exploiting all the major forms of parallelism in a model/system is one of the goals the researchers in this area are pursuing. This is a hard work which needs much more e orts. There were some positive e orts to exploit both OR-parallelism and Dependent AND-parallelism (especially the determinate DAP), e.g., Andorra-I, IDIOM and EAM. But since the communication overhead in the DAP becomes very large if the DAP (especially the nondeterminate DAP) is exploited extensively, we take the DAP cautiously and mainly exploit the IAP and ORP under the framework of OR-forest 24, 26] .
The goal of our research is to design and implement a parallel logic programming system supporting both AND-and OR-parallel execution of logic programs. Based on the OR-forest model, a number of subjects have been studied, resulting in a parallel abstract machine 7, 6, 8] which integrates WAM 27] into OR-forest, an environment sharing scheme for memory management in AND/OR parallel execution of logic programs 25, 15] , an algorithm for automatic partitioning of subgoals for AND-parallel execution 26], and a compile-time approach for detecting AND-parallelism and code space reduction 14, 16] . Moreover, several software simulation systems have been developed to evaluate the algorithms and schemes designed at various levels of our research 26] . In addition to above research work, we think it is very important to support parallel execution of Prolog without any restriction/presumption. Prolog is chosen as one of the languages to be implemented in our system due to its established leading position in supporting a wide range of practical applications. Not only does this choice save us one signi cant burden of designing a new language, but also ensures the practical usefulness and wide acceptance of the resulting system.
However, Prolog is a practical logic programming language with particular sequential operational semantics. They involve a simple, sequential execution model in which atomic goals within a clause body are executed in order, from left to right, and multiple clauses within a single procedure are tried one at a time, from top to bottom. In addition, Prolog has the extra-logical aspect which brings sidee ects as a result of execution of a logic program. The extra-logical built-ins that produce side-e ects include database operations, e.g., assert and retract, I/O operations, e.g., read and write, and meta-logical operations, e.g., cut(!). The sequential semantics, when coupled with the observable side-e ects, produce a given program's observable behavior. To execute a Prolog program in parallel and retain its observable behavior, it is required to retain the orderings of side-e ects in the program. As long as the side-e ects orderings are retained, the goals themselves may be executed in any order. Thus it is not the left-to-right and top-to-bottom execution orderings of all atomic goals and clauses that give a Prolog program its unique observable behavior. Instead, it is really the expected orderings of the side-e ects produced that make the unique observable behavior. If, for example, a clause contains only atomic goals which are side-e ect free, then the order of execution of these atomic goals may not produce impact on the observable behavior. They can be executed in any order as well as in parallel, as those in pure logic programming languages, and the observable results are the same as those of the sequential execution. There are also some meta-logical and arithmetic built-ins, such as var, divide, integer, >, < and is, which may have to obey the sequential orderings because their arguments may not be instantiated when they are executed earlier. But their earlier execution with uninstantiated arguments only happens in DAP. We need not consider about them in IAP and ORP. There is another class of predicates, whose execution is a ected by assert and retract. We call them dynamic predicates. They also have to obey the sequential orderings. This kind of predicates should be treated as side-e ect built-ins.
In order to keep the sequential semantics of Prolog, we have to execute the side-e ect builtins sequentially, which is obviously in con ict with exploitation of parallelism. Little work has been done on how to alleviate loss of parallelism while handling side-e ect problem. In addition to loss of parallelism, there is recomputation problem in AND/OR parallel execution models/systems, which results from the exploitation of AND-parallelism. For example, in 10], to realize the same side-e ect results as those in sequential model, recomputation of AND-parallel goals is adopted. While it is a simple solution for side-e ect problem in AND/OR parallel execution models, another problem arises: too much redundant recomputation when there are speculative AND parallel goals. The side-e ect problem in AND/OR parallel execution is much more complex than that in either merely OR-parallel or merely AND-parallel execution, since the orderings of side-e ect built-ins are intricate and the recomputation of side-e ect builtins is inevitable. Therefore, further research deserves to be done in the area. The aim of our work is to solve the side-e ect problem with minimum recomputation and maximum parallelism.
The organization of this paper is as follow: Section 2 introduces OR-tree, AND-tree and ORforest; Section 3 analyzes the orderings of side-e ect built-ins; Section 4 gives the Selective Recomputation(SR) approach in detail; Section 5 compares the proposed approach with related work.
2 OR-tree, AND-tree and OR-forest
Before discussing side-e ect problem in AND/OR parallel execution models, we give a brief introduction of OR-tree and AND-tree, as well as OR-forest model.
OR-tree and AND-tree
The OR-parallel and AND-parallel execution models are based on the OR-tree and AND-tree descriptions, respectively. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 depict OR-tree and AND-tree for the following program.
In OR-tree description: 1. Each node is labeled by a goal. 2. There is only one type of branches in the tree: the OR-branches representing the independent ways of solving a goal. The OR-tree-based execution models can exploit OR-parallelism by the parallel search of ORbranches of the tree. However, since the cross product of subgoal solutions is explicitly expressed in the OR-tree, some redundancy exists when the subgoals are independent. For example, in Fig. 1 
The OR-tree description of the search space of an example program The AND-tree-based execution models can only exploit AND-parallelism by simultaneously exploring the AND-branches of the tree.
OR-forest
The OR-forest model is an AND/OR parallel execution model that exploits both IAP and ORP. The following is a brief description of the OR-forest model.
Consider a goal G labeling a node of an OR-tree. If the subgoals in G are interdependent(sharing some variables), we treat them in the normal way, and the node is called normal node. However, if G contains n independent(without sharing any variable) groups of subgoals g 1 ,g 2 ,...,g n , we describe the execution of G in a di erent way: n separate trees are derived, with the root nodes of the derived-trees labeled by g 1 ,g 2 , ...,g n , respectively.
The creation of successors of the node(called seed node) labeled by G will depend on the combination of solutions to those independent groups of subgoals.
In this way, a tree may derive some separate trees and a derived-tree in turn may create new trees, so a collection of OR-trees can be derived in the course of executing a program. We call this collection of OR-trees an OR-forest. To illustrate this, we describe the execution of the previous example program with an initial goal h(X,Y) by the OR-forest method in Fig. 3 .
Since the initial goal has no multiple independent subgoals, it is treated in the usual way. The new goal derived from the initial goal, however, has two independent subgoals, p(X) and q(Y ), so we use two separate trees, with root nodes labeled by p(X) and q(Y ) respectively, to describe their execution.
Since the derived-tree for subgoal p(X) has m leaves labeled by null goals, corresponding to m solutions p1 = f1=Xg; p2 = f2=Xg; :::; pm = fm=Xg; and the derived-tree for subgoal q(Y ) has n leaves labeled by null goals, corresponding to n solutions q1 = f1=Y g; q2 = f2=Y g; :::; qn = fn=Y g; the seednode has m n successors labeled by null goals, corresponding to m n solutions p1 o q1 = f1=X; 1=Y g; :::; p1 o qn = f1=X; n=Y g p2 o q1 = f2=X; 1=Y g; :::; p2 o qn = f2=X; n=Y g . . . From the OR-forest in Fig. 3 , we observe:
1. OR-parallelism is described by multiple branches and each branch of a tree represents an independent way of solving the goal labeling the root node of the tree.
seed node normal node leaf node
The OR-forest description of the search space of an example program 2. AND-parallelism is described by multiple derived-trees. 3. Redundancy is avoided because the execution of each independent subgoal is described by one separate tree.
3 Side-e ects orderings
In this section, we begin with some de nitions in the side-e ect problem.
De nition 3.1 Side-e ect procedure
The concept is de ned recursively: 1. A side-e ect built-in is a side-e ect procedure. 2. A procedure which invokes side-e ect procedures in its clauses is a side-e ect procedure.
A procedure which is not a side-e ect procedure is a pure procedure.
De nition 3.2 Side-e ect subgoal and pure subgoal A subgoal calling a side-e ect procedure is a sidee ect subgoal. A subgoal calling a pure procedure is a pure subgoal.
In OR-forest, the rst OR tree is called the main tree. Other trees in the OR-forest are called child trees. The tree that derives child trees is called a parent tree. A normal node is called side-e ect node if the subgoal it is currently executing is a side-e ect built-in. A seed node is called side-e ect node if at least one of its parallel subgoals is a sidee ect subgoal. A side-e ect node is also called sidee ective. A node which is not side-e ective is called pure node.
The side-e ect built-ins are divided into soft ones and hard ones. The soft side-e ect built-ins are those which do not a ect the following computation. The hard side-e ect built-ins are those which may a ect or decide the following computation.
For example, the write is a soft side-e ect builtin, but assert, retract, read and cut are hard sidee ect built-ins.
It is straightforward to describe the orderings of built-ins in merely OR-parallel or merely ANDparallel execution models based on OR-tree or AND-tree respectively. Consider the following program. If the program is executed sequentially, the observable result from the terminal should be the number sequence 1,3,5,6,4,5,6,2,3,5,6,4,5,6. Its execution descriptions based on OR-tree and AND-tree are in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , respectively. Since ORparallel execution models execute multiple clauses in parallel and execute the goals in the clause body sequentially, they only need to pay attention to the orderings of built-ins in di erent clauses. For the similar reason, AND-parallel execution models only need to pay attention to the orderings of built-ins derived from the same clause body. Therefore, to retain the observable sequential semantics of the program while exploring the OR-tree or AND-tree in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5 in parallel, the conservative way is to suspend the execution of a side-e ect builtin until it becomes the left-most active branch in the tree. Many systems adopted this simple strategy 12, 2]. According to the strategy, we can get the same number sequence 1,3,5,6,4,5,6,2,3,5,6,4,5,6 from the OR-tree in Fig. 4 and the correct partial write (6) write (6) write ( Of course, detailed discussion should be done on the above simple approach. Further discussions can be found in 12, 5, 19] .
The side-e ects orderings become more complex when both the IAP and ORP are exploited in the parallel execution models. In the OR-forest model, the OR-branches may be executed in parallel to exploit the OR-parallelism, and the child trees may be explored in parallel to exploit the AND-parallelism. However, if there are side-e ects in the OR-forest, the orderings for executing the side-e ect built-ins in an OR-tree should be from left to right(top-tobottom requirement for clauses in a procedure), and the orderings for executing side-e ect built-ins between sibling trees should be also from left to right (left-to-right requirement for subgoals in a clause body).
However, if we only keep above order, there are still some problems when exploiting AND-, ORparallelism in OR-forest. For example, considering the program given in previous section, the ORforest for the program is described as in Fig. 6 .
According to above order, the observable result will be 1,2,3,4,5,6, by rst executing the child tree labeled by p(X), then q(Y ), and then r(Z). This is di erent from the sequential result. So we have to adopt a new rule of orderings: when the rst solution is found in the rst child tree, the privilege for executing the side-e ect built-ins should be passed to the next sibling tree, and so does the next sibling tree; if a child tree has no next sibling tree(the last one), it has the privilege to execute the side-e ects until every solution is found, then it passes the privilege to its previous sibling tree. In terms of the new rule, we can get the result 1,3,5,6,4,2. The orderings are consistent with the sequential ones except several numbers are omitted. The omitted parts are the redundant parts in the OR-tree in Fig. 1, such as, 5,6 ,2,3. It seems we can never get the sequential result unless recomputation is adopted. To keep the sequential semantics, the redundant side-e ects computation should not Y=3  Z=6   X=1  Y=4  Z=5   X=1  Y=4  Z=6   X=2  Y=3  Z=5   X=2  Y=3  Z=6   X=2  Y=4  Z=5   X=2  Y=4  Z=6 seed node leaf node normal node p(X) X=1,write(X) X=2,write(X)
write (1) write (2) q ( As a matter of fact, the part that needs to be recomputed in the tree is every subtree, whose root node is where the side-e ect built-in is executed, not all of the tree. If we only selectively recompute from the side-e ect built-ins, we can get the same result as the sequential one. For example, combining the selective recomputation(only recompute the writes) with above new rule, we can get the result 1,3,5,6,4,5,6,2,3,5,6,4,5,6 in OR-forest according to the execution order indicated by circled sequence numbers(see Fig. 6 ). The recomputed part is only from the side-e ect built-ins, i.e., parts in dashed rectangles, instead of the whole child tree.
However, if the above program is changed as below, the orderings of side-e ects among child trees and successor branches of seed node are little more complex. The OR-forest description for the program is described as in Fig. 7 . In the gure, not only are there side-e ects in the child trees, but also in the successor branches of the seed node. According to the sequential orderings, we should rst execute the leftmost side-e ect built-ins in the rst child tree until the left-most solution is found in the tree. Then side-e ect built-ins in the second child tree are executed until the left-most solution is found. After all the child trees nd their left-most solutions, none of them can execute side-e ect built-ins until the sidee ect built-ins in the rst successor branch of the seed node are executed. The orderings of the sidee ect built-ins in above example are labeled by the circled numbers in Fig. 7 . The parts in dashed rectangles in the child trees are the recomputed parts. From Fig. 7 , we know the privilege for executing the side-e ect built-ins is passed among child trees and successor branches. The passing of privilege can be managed, according to the orderings in the sequential model, by the seed node.
In next section, we propose the SR approach, which selectively recompute side-e ect part of a child tree instead of the whole child tree as in 10]. It can solve the side-e ect problem in OR-forest with minimum recomputation and maximum parallelism. For the convenience, we rst informally de ne some terminology.
De nition 4.1 Parent process and child process
The process working on a seed node in the parent tree is called the parent process of the processes working on the child trees. The processes working on the child trees are called its child processes.
De nition 4.2 Active branch
An active branch is one whose execution has not been nished (maybe suspended).
Side-e ect execution permit token
To facilitate side-e ect orderings, we use a token, called side-e ect execution permit to pass the privilege of executing side-e ects around the OR-forest. The rule for passing the token is discussed as follow. Initially, the token is given to the left-most active branch in the main tree.
When the branch holding the token fails, it
passes the token to the left-most active branch in its tree. 2. When the branch holding the token succeeds in the main tree, it passes the token to the leftmost active branch in the tree. 3. When the branch holding the token succeeds in a child tree, it passes the token to the seed node in its parent tree. 4 . When a seed node receives the token, it passes the token to its left-most active successor branch. If the seed node has no active successor branch, it passes the token to the left-most active branch in one of its child trees, from which it is waiting for solution to create the next successor branch using the solution combining algorithm described later.
Actually, the token is passed in the OR-forest in accordance with the execution order in sequential Prolog.
In above description, to retrieve the left-most active branch in a tree, we can keep some pointers, e.g., left sibling node, right sibling node, in a choice point of WAM 27] . We will not discuss in detail about implementation techniques not closely related to the side-e ect problem, such as process suspending, in this paper because of limited space.
Processes behavior in OR-forest
In OR-forest, every process searches one branch in the OR trees. There are two kinds of functions for a process to execute: one is normal node function, another is seed node function. If a process reaches a seed node, it executes seed node function; otherwise, it executes normal node function. Every process may be in one of the three states: running, ready, suspend. A child tree is side-e ective if it contains side-e ect nodes. The notion left-to-right position is used for the convenience of explanation.
De nition 4.3 left-to-right position
the left-to-right position of a node is an order decided by the depth-rst search sequence in a tree. The left-to-right position of a solution is the same as that of its success leaf node. The left-to-right position of a process is also the same as that of the node it is currently exploring. For example, in Fig. 8 , the OR tree is divided into two parts by the side-e ect nodes rst appearing in every branch: the recomputation part and the non-recomputation part. These side-e ect nodes form the recomputation line. The behavior of processes working in non-recomputation part is di erent from that of processes working in recomputation part when they execute side-e ect built-ins. So a process has to know whether it is currently working in recomputation part or non-recomputation part. There should be a ag in a process, indicating if it is in the recomputation part or not. Initially, the ag is set to indicate the process is in the nonrecomputation part. When the rst side-e ect builtin is to be executed, the ag is set to indicate the process is in recomputation part. At this moment, the process is in the recomputation line.
Normal Node Function: when a process reaches a pure normal node with N successor nodes, it forks N-1 sibling processes, with itself searching down to the left-most successor and each newly created process searching down to one of the rest successors. When a process reaches a side-e ect normal node, it rst checks if the node is in the recomputation line in a child tree. If it is not, it then checks whether the current branch has the side-e ect execution permit token. If it has the token, the process simply executes the node and continues with the successor. If it has no token, the process is suspended until the token is given to the current branch. However, if the node is in the recomputation line, the process duplicates itself and sends the duplicate to its parent process executing the seed node of the child tree. Then, it checks whether the current branch has the side-e ect execution permit token. If it has the token, the process simply executes the node and continues with the successor. If it has no token, the process is suspended until the token is given to the current branch. The control ow of above function is illustrated in Fig. 9 . To ful ll the seed node function, some data structures should be introduced.
number of child trees: the total number of child trees is recorded in NCT. Each child tree has a sequence number according to its root goal's order in the seed node. side-e ect execution permit token: when the token is received, it executes the token passing algorithm, which decides which branch should be given to the token, and gives the token to the eligible branch in its child trees or in its successor branches. duplicated child process: when the message is received, it inserts the duplicated child process into corresponding child tree's recomputation line list according to its left-to-right position in the tree.
solution from child processes: when a solution is received, it inserts the solution into corresponding child tree's solution list according to its left-to-right position in the tree. If the child tree is side-e ective and the solution is from the non-recomputation part in the child tree, the solution is inserted into the child tree's recomputation line list according to its left-to-right position in the tree. Then it executes the solution combining algorithm. Finally, it checks if there is no active branch in its child trees. This part of the function is the same as the last part of receiving failure message.
failure message: when the message is received, it records the message and possibly updates some data structures, e.g., the vacant positions in the solution lists. Then it executes the solution combining algorithm. Finally, it checks if there is no active branch in its child trees. If there are active branches, it simply suspends again; otherwise, if it is a pure seed node, it reports failure to its parent process and exits; if it is a side-e ect seed node, it then checks if it is in the recomputation line of a child tree. If it is not, it deletes all of the duplicated processes and exits; otherwise, it duplicates itself, sends it to the parent process, and then exits.
The control ow of above seed node function is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
The Token Passing Algorithm can be described as: If there are active successor branches, the token is passed to the left-most active successor branch; otherwise, the token is given to the leftmost active branch of the child tree with sequence number CT, whose next left-most solution is expected to compose the next successor branch of the seed node.
The Solution Combining Algorithm is descrbed in a program-like way. 
Execution delay for soft sidee ect built-ins
In above approach, the side-e ect procedures are allowed to execute in parallel until the side-e ect built-ins occur in the rst place of goals. There are two kinds of bene ts: one is reducing the recomputation; another is increasing the parallelism. Moreover, to maximize the parallelism, we can delay the execution of soft side-e ect built-ins, e.g., write. Since their execution does not in uence their following execution, we can execute their following pure subgoals before they are executed. Their execution can be delayed until 1. a hard side-e ect built-in is to be executed; or 2. failure or success occurs; or 3. a seed node is reached. Thus, every process should keep a delayed side-e ects list in its state data structure to store the delayed soft side-e ect built-ins. In this way, the parallelism is increased to the maximum extent, and the selective recomputation is decreased to the minimum extent. For example, consider the following program.
h(X, Y) :-p(X), q(Y). p(X) :-write(X), pure_task1(X). q(Y) :-write(Y), pure_task2(Y).
If we don't delay the execution of write, according to above ordering algorithm, the execution is actually sequential, following the execution order: write(X), pure task1(X), write(Y ), pure task2(Y ). And suppose p(X) has N solutions, write(Y ) and pure task2(Y ) have to be recomputed for N ? 1 times. However, if the execution of write is delayed, the pure task1(X) and pure task2(Y ) can be executed in parallel. After their execution, the write(X) and write(Y ) are executed sequentially. The execution delay of soft side-e ect built-ins has the same e ect as that of transforming above program into the following one. However, since the delay is implemented at runtime, it is more powerful than static transformation. Moreover, if p(X) has N solutions, only write(Y )
has to be recomputed for N ? 1 times, and the recomputation of pure task2(Y ) has been reduced. This reduction is very signi cant when execution of pure task2 is very time-consuming.
Comparison of related work
From above discussion, the SR can avoid unnecessary recomputation to the maximum extent, and because side-e ect procedures are allowed to execute in parallel until hard side-e ect built-ins appear in the rst place of goals, it can exploit the parallelism to the maximum extent under the side-e ect requirements. The only extra overhead is duplicating processes. Since duplicating a process only needs to store the state of the process, its overhead is the same as that of suspending a process. To explain the di erence between the SR and the recomputation scheme in 10], we give the following example.
Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed the side-e ect problem in AND/OR parallel execution of logic programs. We have discussed the intricate orderings of sidee ect built-ins and recomputation in AND/OR parallel execution models. Based on the discussion, we proposed a SR approach for handling side-e ects in the OR-forest model, which only selectively recomputes the side-e ect parts in a OR tree instead of the whole OR tree. Compared with other related work, this approach can solve the side-e ect problem with minimum recomputation and maximum parallelism. The idea of SR can be adopted to improve other AND/OR parallel execution models/systems 21, 9] as well. The treatment of some special side-e ect built-in, i.e., cut, is not discussed in the paper because of limited space. The detailed discussion for its implementation under the SR approach will be presented in a later paper.
